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Preface 
The Second CIRP Global Web Conference - CIRPe2013, is organized by CIRP, the International Academy for Production 
Engineering on 11  Beyond modern manufacturing: Technology for the factories of the 
 
 
This conference gives an insight into the World of Research in Advanced Manufacturing Technology by covering five important 
themes:  
 Resource, Energy and Time Efficiency,  
 Lifecycle Engineering,  
 Manufacturing Technologies,  
 Manufacturing Knowledge and Human Interaction, 
 Manufacturing Systems.  
 
The aim is to bring scientists, researchers and engineers together from all over the world in a very accessible way and to establish a 
platform to discuss the latest achievements in Production Engineering research.  
 
This Procedia CIRP encompasses 22 original, peer-reviewed scientific contributions, which are all presented orally during the web 
conference programme. 
 
We thank CIRP, the CIRP Sponsors and the members of the Editorial Board for their support and enthusiasm in setting-up this new 
type of conference. Running this conference online has contributed towards having high quality scientific discussions and involving 
people from all around the globe. 
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